The Punched-Card Freshman

Professor Levy is one of the few who have questioned the value of reducing paper to punched cards. Speaking at a recent conference, he opposed the aims and found insufficient the results of the sociological inquiry conducted by Miss Summerson and Ms. Levie. In this he ought to be seconded.

The sociologist, whether he likes it or not, must develop and work with new forms of communication. In this process, the models take the form of a set of "types" or, better, "slots" into which incoming information can be fitted. At first, Miss Summerson hoped to use a "punch" format; now she is broadening into such categories as the "Virginia, homemakers, politicians, and politicians." Her study seeks truth through detail. No longer willing to settle for less, to be as unconvincing as possible. Fortunately the lipread French. There are English titles but they are more it most certainly is not talky. In many places, the sound facilities before throwing so much money down this drain. Improving teaching salaries and expanding educational facilities before throwing so much money down this drain.

An incredible vase! We should get on the job of

...and numerous local low lifts. The setting is uniformly dull second balcony seats that are better than most of the other is cocktail (excuse the Americanism) time, but there

...the scene. Commanding, in a mystic voice, one young lady to "Follow me," the heroes led her to an awaiting auto-

...the heroes led her to an awaiting auto-

...one that will enable the hottest sun to be ignored.

...blend a drink to mix with the spring breezes and later...